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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 2010

Predictions of a $10B industry
●  Military: Surveillance, force protection, warfare 

●  Civilian commercial: Transport, environment

●  Civilian private: DIY Drones

Increasingly smaller, lower power and inexpensive 
inertial sensing, GPS, and computing 
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 2015

●  Over 15,000 drones sold in the US every month

●  $15B industry, projected to grow to $25B by 2020

●  Expectations for leading industry applications
▼  Agriculture
▼  Infrastructure Inspection
▼  Border patrols

Increasingly smaller, lower power and inexpensive 
inertial sensing, GPS, and computing 

▼  Photography
▼  Construction
▼  Film production 
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Remotely 
Piloted Vehicles 
(RPVs)

Aerial Robots

Drones

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
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Drones mischaracterize what these things are. They're not 
dumb. Nor are they unmanned, actually. They're remotely 
piloted aircraft.  - Gen. Norton Schwarz, August 10, 2012 
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Remotely 
Piloted Vehicles 
(RPVs)

Aerial Robots

Drones

UAVs = RPVs = Aerial Robots = Drones
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The Skies will be Abuzz with Drones!

Gartner's 2015 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 

acquired by 
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Aerial Robotics

We are here!
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Aerial Robotics

Size
Safety

Speed
Smart 
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Types of Micro Air Vehicles

● Fixed wing

● Flapping wing

● Rotor crafts
●  Helicopter

●  Ducted fan

●  Co-axial
●  Quad rotor

●  Hexa rotor

●  Insect flight

●  Avian flight
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Quadrotor 
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Aerial Robotics Tutorial
This tutorial provides an introduction to the theory and practice 
of aerial robots, with a mix of fundamentals and application. It will 
expose participants to the state of the art in robot design , 
mechanics, design, mechanics, control, estimation, perception and 
planning. 

What are aerial robots and why should we 
study aerial robotics? What are the 
different types of aerial robots? What are 
the benefits of using rotor crafts versus 
fixed wing aircrafts? How do we model and 
design robots? And what are the key system 
design challenges? 

How should we model the dynamics of 
multirotor robots and control them? How 
do robots estimation their position, 
orientation and velocity in the real world, 
both in the presence and absence of GPS? 

0:55 : Randy Beard

How should we model the dynamics of fixed 
aircrafts and how can we design controllers 
for these aircrafts? How we do plan paths 
for fixed wing aircrafts?  

1:15  : Davide Scaramuzza

How does one use cameras to estimate the 
position and velocity of a flying vehicle? 
What are the algorithms and open source 
software packages that can be used?

1:55 Sensor fusion for state estimation: 
Shaojie Shen

What sensors besides cameras are required 
for state estimation? How do we fuse 
information from different cameras and 
ensure redundancy? And how do we 
calibrate different systems? 

Low power, low cost platforms: Giuseppe 
Loianno

How can we leverage inexpensive sensors 
and processors that are available on a smart 
phone to crate autonomous flying robots? 

Aerial Manipulation: Anibal Ollero

Can aerial robots be used for tasks involving 
contact with the physical environment? 
How do we get robots to carry payloads 
and how do they adapt to changing 
dynamics?

Conclusion: Vijay Kumar

Discussion 

●  Introduction  (15 mins)
●  Multi rotor aircrafts: modeling and control (35 mins)

●  Fixed wing aircrafts: modeling and control (20 mins)
●  Visual odometry (35 mins)

●  State estimation (20 mins)

●  Low cost platforms (20 mins)
●  Aerial manipulation (20 mins)



Coursera.	
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Aerial	Robo.cs	(Kumar)	

Reach	
	
Visitors:	60,306				Ac.ve:	18,739			
Payments:	1,995		Completers:	1,135	

Likes	and	Dislikes	

2,064		83%	

			434			17%	
Reten.on	

81%	
have	completed	
a	lecture	

39%	
have	completed	
an	assessment	

59%	
have	completed	
a	module	

13%	
have	completed	
the	course	

of	these	 of	these	

Demographics	
Asia	33%		North	America	31%	Europe	21%	
South	America	8.2%		Africa	6.3%		Oceania	1.3%	
75.8%	Bachelor’s	+			9.1%	Female			91%	Male		

Percep.on	(Daniilidis)	

Reach	
	
Visitors:	13,316				Ac.ve:	1,646		
Payments:	659		Completers:	116	

Likes	and	Dislikes	

81		75%	

			27		25%	

Reten.on	

54%	
have	completed	
a	lecture	

36%	
have	completed	
an	assessment	

11%	
have	completed	
a	module	

of	these	 of	these	

Demographics	
Asia	33%		North	America	31%	Europe	25%	
South	America	5.3%		Africa	4.7%		Oceania	1.5%	
81.7%	Bachelor’s	+			6.0%	Women			93%	Men		
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Coursera Emphasis
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Experimental Platforms
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1750 g (laser, 3 cameras, GPS, IMU) 

740 g (2 cameras, IMU) 1800 g (laser, Kinect, IMU) 

650 g (camera, IMU) 
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3 kg 

200 W/kg
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The Falcon


